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Thunderbolt: A PCIe-based Interconnect
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• High-performance, proprietary I/O protocol developed 
by Intel and Apple

• PCI Express (PCIe)-based, Direct Memory Access (DMA)-
enabled connectivity

• Use cases
• External graphics, docking stations, 5K monitors,

high-speed external storage, peer-to-peer networking

• Thunderbolt 1 (2011) and 2 (2013) mostly exclusive to 
Macs
• Mini-DisplayPort form factor –

multiplexes TB, native DP

• Thunderbolt 3 (2015) first version to be widely adopted
• USB-C form factor –

multiplexes TB, native DP and/or USB

• USB4 (2019) extends TB3 to additional market segments
• While not spec-mandated, virtually all USB4-compliant host 

controllers to date support TB3 signaling
• Beyond x86: first TB version to be adopted on ARM



Reverse Engineering Thunderbolt

• Thunderbolt is a proprietary standard
• Protocol specifications not publicly documented
• Hardware architecture not publicly documented
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Our analysis of Thunderbolt hardware architecture
Reverse Engineering Thunderbolt
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Dissecting Thunderbolt-equipped systems and devices
Reverse Engineering Thunderbolt

• Reversed Thunderbolt host and device controller firmware
• 5 vendors, 24 systems across 8 generations of systems: Intel, Apple, Lenovo, HP, Dell, 

Gigabyte
• 5 generations of Thunderbolt controllers: Falcon Ridge (TB2), Alpine Ridge-2015, 

Alpine Ridge-2016, Titan Ridge, Ice Lake (TB3)
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Thunderbolt Security Architecture
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• Security Levels – access control system enabling users to authorize 
trusted device only
• Introduced in Thunderbolt 2
• No authorization = No connectivity
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Thunderspy (https://thunderspy.io) is a research project focused on reverse 
engineering the security properties of Thunderbolt.
So far, we have disclosed seven vulnerabilities in public:

1.  Inadequate firmware verification schemes
2.  Weak device authentication scheme
3.  Use of unauthenticated device metadata
4.  Downgrade attack using backwards compatibility
5.  Use of unauthenticated controller configurations
6.  SPI flash interface deficiencies
7.  No Thunderbolt security under Boot Camp (Apple)*

When Lightning Strikes Thrice: Breaking Thunderbolt 3 Security

* Thunderbolt controller on-board signature verification remains intact but is insufficient

https://thunderspy.io/


Demo 1 – Unlocking Windows PC in 5 minutes
using attack method 1
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Partially sped up to fit CSNG session. Please refer to our YouTube recording for the complete real-time footage.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uvSZA1F9os
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Institutional impact
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Thunderspy was reported for coordinated disclosure to key strategic vendors and 
institutions, including:
► Apple
► Intel (who informed Dell, HP, and Lenovo)
► Microsoft
► Linux kernel security team
► Major Linux distro vendors, including Red Hat, Debian, Canonical
► MITRE Corporation
► NCSC-NL
► TWCERT-CC
► Major ODMs, including Clevo, Compal, Quanta (next slide)

Corporate first contact



Institutional impact
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We worked with major ODMs to contact all affected vendors, including:
► Razer
► Asus
► Huawei
► Gigabyte
► Medion
► Acer
► MSI
► Dynabook (formerly Toshiba)
► BTO
► SKIKK
► PNY
► System76

Corporate first contact



Intel
Industry response (selected)

In our vulnerability disclosure procedure so far, Intel has stated the following:
• All vulnerabilities confirmed for Thunderbolt 1, 2, and 3
• Thunderbolt 3

• No fix for in-market systems – all Thunderbolt-equipped systems released 2011-2018, 
and several >= 2019, remain unpatched against Thunderspy

• Intel-suggested mitigation: Kernel DMA Protection
• Only available on some (not all) Thunderbolt 3 systems released 2019 – 2021
• Narrow mitigation scope: mitigates arbitrary DMA, does not address TS vulnerabilities 1-3 and 

other PCIe-inherent attack vectors
• USB4

• No spec-mandated mitigations to Thunderspy
• Thunderbolt 4

• Mitigates Thunderspy by incorporating additional hardware protections, and
• Thunderbolt 4 requires Kernel DMA Protection as part of vendor product certification
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Microsoft
Industry response (selected)
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[Surface expands its Secured-core Portfolio with new Surface Laptop 4]

[Windows 11 Secured-Core PC – Enterprise Evaluation Guide][Secured-core PCs help customers stay ahead of advanced data theft]

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2021/04/19/surface-expands-its-secured-core-portfolio-with-the-new-surface-laptop-4-powered-by-amd-ryzen-mobile-processors/
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RWOXAT
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2020/05/13/secured-core-pcs-help-customers-stay-ahead-of-advanced-data-theft/


MITRE Corporation
Industry response (selected)
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[CAPEC-665: Exploitation of Thunderbolt Protection Flaws – CAPEC Version 3.5] [Addressing Thunderspy, One Weakness at A Time – CWE/CAPEC Blog]

https://capec.mitre.org/data/definitions/665.html
https://cwe.mitre.org/news/archives/news2021.html


Public awareness

Presented this research in an academic setting as a
Masters project at TU/e and at top-ranking
conferences, including:
► Black Hat USA
► Chaos Communication Congress
► Dutch Design Week

Helping users, developers, and the general public
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https://www.blackhat.com/us-20/briefings/schedule/
https://rc3.world/rc3/event/rc3-534188-when_lightning_strikes_thrice/
https://nautilus.bjornweb.nl/files/When-Lightning-Strikes-Thrice-Breaking-Thunderbolt-3-Security-ddw-20201023.pdf
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International impact

Thunderspy has received media coverage from a diverse
set of publications around the world.

Media coverage



Raising awareness and improving user security
Thunderspy – Public Disclosure

Creating freely available tools with source code helps to empower users and is an 
important part of security research. We have published:
• Spycheck, a free and open-source (GPL) tool for Windows and GNU/Linux to detect 

if a system is susceptible to Thunderspy
• tcfp, a free and open-source (GPL) tool to patch Thunderbolt controller firmware; 

PoC demonstrating Thunderspy vulnerabilities
• SPIblock, a free and open-source (GPL) tool to reconfigure Thunderbolt flash 

memory security settings; PoC demonstrating Thunderspy vulnerabilities

Millions of systems released 2011-2018, and several >= 2019, remain unpatched 
against Thunderspy. To help protect users, we have additionally published:
• kDMAp-patcher, an experimental OS-agnostic BIOS extension to enable Kernel DMA 

Protection on systems where vendors have otherwise left users entirely vulnerable
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https://github.com/BjornRuytenberg/spycheck-linux
https://github.com/BjornRuytenberg/tcfp
https://github.com/BjornRuytenberg/spiblock
https://github.com/BjornRuytenberg/kdmap-patcher


Demo 2 – Kernel DMA Protection Patcher
Patching kDMAp onto unsupported machines
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#rC3



Lenovo
Industry response to kdmap-patcher (selected)
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Lenovo issues BIOS updates to retroactively patch
Kernel DMA Protection onto in-market ThinkPad systems



Current and future work
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The disclosure and coordination process working with
vendors on as of yet undisclosed issues is ongoing.



Thank You

Feel free to contact me or ask a question today.
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@0Xiphorus

@0Xiphorus@infosec.exchange

https://bjornweb.nl

https://bjornweb.nl/

